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Description

5 cubic foot freezer that is entirely powered by wind energy. It uses no electricity and as such is

immune to EMP and electricity failures. It can optionally provide refrigeration and the wind collector

can be up to 200 foot away from the freezer box allowing the wind collector to be mounted on the 

roof and the freezer inside the house.

This system is ideal for people who live in hurricane zones and may need to keep food cold for an

extended period of power outage. 

This design has shown a 70F drop in temperature with 8 MPH winds and has withstood winds over 50 

MPH with no damage. It does not use any refrigerant or other caustic chemicals. 

We have had very good results from horizontal wind collectors that can be mounted on roofs in less 

than 2 vertical foot and are very light weight. This makes it relatively easy to have an indoor freezer or

fridge powered by outdoor wind and only needs a couple of tubes running in-between. There is no

electricity involved so the cold is stored in the form of a human safe antifreeze solution.

This 5 cubic foot chest style freezer is capable of maintaining 25F on an average of 3 hours per day of

8 MPH winds. The additional cold from times of excess wind is stored in an interior liner filled with a

human safe propylene glycol solution that freezes at 15F. The low phase change temperature helps

keep the food below freezing even during extended periods of no wind.

Refrigeration housing with special fittings to regulate the temperature at additional cost. Unit not

designed to be moved when loaded. Propylene Glycol antifreeze must be obtained from local sources.

Portions Paten Pending USA

Is anybody interested in a light weight electricity free freezer for use in off grid locations and if so 

what price point would we have to hit to attract a domestic audience.

Other Information

Location: USA 

Minimum Order: 5000 
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Price for Minimum Order: 250 - Single units available for testing $10,000 

 (This price is only for minimum order. for large quantities, please contact)

Sample Available: No 

Related Categories: Solar, Recycling Energy, Refrigerator & Freezer, Refrigeration & Heat Exchange

Related Keywords: wind power, wind generation, refrigeraton

This company is registered as a free member and is not verified or authenticated by TradeKey.com Click here

to know more about Goldkey and Silverkey membership.

Contact Information

Contact Person: Mr. Joseph Ellsworth (Research and development)

Company: XDOBS.COM LLC

Address: 4071 S. Crazy Acre Road, Heber city UT, UT, USA

Zip/Postal: 84032

Telephone: 01-435-6572280

Fax: 01-435-6572283

    

[More Related Keywords: renewable cooling, water purifiers, whole house water purifiers, ozone water purifiers,

water generators, portable water generators, drinking water generators, air, water, potable, air conditioning,

hvac, renewable, membrane, 3 angstrom, -33kv, static, esd, -33000, heat exchanger]

Premium Suppliers

LONGFAITH GROUP CO.,LTD. [China]
www DOT lfaithgroup DOT com LONGFAITH GROUP, started in 1997 as a weekly, became a daily in 1999 and from then on has been steadily
growing to the current group company, and already cover...

[Related Keywords:aluminium profiles, aluminium products, wooden casket, coffin, building glasses, float glass, metal caskets, 
casket coffin, wind driven generator, wind turbine, solar panels, solar power system, wooden houses, wood furniture, 
plasterboard, plaster board, metal products, casting forging, bicycle accessories, bicycle parts]

Hangzhou Shenshi Heat Exchanger Co., Ltd [China]
Hangzhou Shenshi Heat Exchanger Co., Ltd is patented manufactures of coaxial heat exchangers in China . Shenshi heat exchanger tubing has an
advanced multi-spiral twisted configuration. This ...

[Related Keywords:ammonia cooler, oil cooler, titanium heat exchanger, pool coils, heat pump coils, coaxial heat exchanger, 
marine heat pump coils, vented tube-in-tube heat exchanger, condensor coils, ammonia heat exchanger, ammonia subcooler, 
ammonia heater]

SE International [Korea]
We are dealing with Temperature Controller,Submarin Lanturn,Softener Water,Alkline-reduced water,Linkman and so on for oversea exporting. 
Please see our website xxxxx for more detail.

[Related Keywords:alkaline reduced water, alkalark, alkaline water, usb hard disk driver, anypak, hdd, wireless bone conduction 
headset, ah510m]
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